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CRF Newsletter
Lilburn Cartography
A corner of the Lilburn Cave map (Kings Canyon
National Park, California), showing three overlapping
quadrangles. This overview map clarifies passage levels;
individual quadrangles show passage detail and crosssections. See article p. 6.
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Cartography by Peter Bosted.
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Cave Science Conference. Two days of intensive
indocuination in Mammoth Cave research-p.3
More on Lilburn-p.6
Interview witb Arl and Peggy Palmer-s-p. 12
Guads Science and Cartography, Pat Helton, John Mclean &
Jeffrey Forbes-p.16

Feeding the Masses. Buz Grover-p.
Mammoth Cave Ghost Tails-p.19
and much more ...

.
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Hamilton Valley Update

23, No.3

Roger McClure
Heading up a project to repair and paint the "Barn in
the Valley" are Dick Maxey and Cheryl Early. The metal
siding has been repaired, one new barn door built, other
doors rebuilt or repaired, and the barn itself completely
painted (a silver roof, and sides and doors barn red). Dick
and Cheryl are to be thanked and commended for a well
done job. They had some part-time helpers in Sheila
Sands, Janis Tucker, and Roger McClure.

Editors,

Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton
Route 1, Box 110A
Annapolis, MO 63620

Production Manager: Richard Zopf

Guadalupes Correspondent Lois Bergthold
Quarterly; Feb., May, Aug., Nov.
Subscriptions: $5.00 per year. Free to JVs.

A "Deal End" sign (courtesy of Stan Sides) was installed at the entrance to the Hamiltou Valley Road by
Sides and McClure. This will alert tourists or others that
it is not a through road and should help to reduce stray
traffic.

The CRF NEWSLETffiR is a publication of the
Cave Research Foundation, a non-profit organization incorporated in 1957 under the laws of
Kentucky for the purpose of furthering research,
conservation, and education about caves and karst.
For information about the CRF, write to: Phil
DiBlasi, CRF President. 1244 South Brook,
Louisville, KY 40203-2718.

BULLETIN

The following have contributed to the Building Fund
since the last Newsletter:
Janet & Tom Alfred, Tom Brucker, George
Deike, Cheryl Early, Jeffrey Farr, Harry
Grover, Dave Hansen, Sue llagan & Mick
Sutton, Scott House, Kathy LaVoie, Candy
Leek, Janet Levy, Dick Maxey,
Roger
McClure, Boh Osburn, Mel Park, Lany
Pursell, Paul Rubin, Beverly Schwartz, Karen
Willmes, Kathleen Womack.

BOARD

1995 National
Cave Management
SymposlumCall for papers. The conference will take place October
25-28 at Spring Mill Slate Park, Indiana. The emphasis will
be on cooperative efforts towards cave management and
protection. The registration fee will be $100 ($80 before
August 31; 50% student discount). Contact Keith Dunlap,
Indiana Karst Conservancy, PO Box 2401, Indianapolis, IN

Thus, the fund continues to grow through the ongoing generosity of our own JVs.

Carlsbad
Cavern
Lint Pickin'
Camp will take place
Sept. 18-22. The camp is open to all, especially previous
lint-pickers. The cost is $65. Contact Pat Jablonsky, 604
Southern Sky, Carlsbad, NM 88220 (505-887-6668).

As always, those wanting to contribute may send
their checks payable to the Cave Research Foundation,
c/o Treasurer Roger McClure, 4700 Amberwood Drive,
Dayton, OH 45424. Also, projects large and small are
available if you would like to help improve our
property.

Address
Changes:
Please send all address changes to
Richard Zopf, 830 Xenia Avenue, Yellow Springs, 00
45387. Tel: 513-767-9222 (before 10 p.m. easlern). Also,
if you have an E·Maii Address, please send it to Richard.

Don't Mess With Mammoth (or
Hamilton Valley) on September 16!

46206.

New Eastern
Personnel
However, please continue
Richard Zopf, as above.
Wanted:
you like
We have
get done.
me know
help you

Officer
is Phil Bodanza.
to send address corrections to

A big cleanup day for CRF's Hamilton Valley Property is being planned for September 16, 1995 by CRF
and the American Cave Conservation Association, The
trash-removal party will last from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m.
Participants are welcome to camp at Hamilton Valley
(but be aware that facilities are somewhat limited).

Hamilton
Valley
Project
leaders.
Would
to take on a project at our Hamilton Valley site?
a number of projects, large and small, that need to
They are projects that almost anybody can do. Let
if you are interested, and I will' give details and
get started. Roger McClure, 513-233-3561.

A big turnout is hoped for, since news media representatives will be invited. One objective of the weekend
is to generate publicity for karst-care and the avoidance
of water pollution in a karst landscape (don't dump trash
in sinkholes, etc.). CRF's 200 acre comer of karst landscape forms a small part of the watershed of Mammoth
Cave.

Lost at Mamoth Cave Memorial Day expedition-Eddie
Bauer watch with leather strap. Contact the editors (314-

546-2864).

Deadline
for next issue
is OCTOBER
1,
1995. Please make sure your submissions for UJe next
issue reach us by the above dare. SHIMS

I.

Rick Olson and Dave Foster (ACCA) are organizing
the event. For information, call Rick at the Mammoth
Cave Nation Park office of Science and Resource Management (502-749-2508). Or just show up with work
clothes and some excess energy on September 16.
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CRF

1995

Annual

Meeting

This year's CRF Annual Meeting will take place at
Mammoth Cave November
4-5. The closed Board of
Directors' meeting will take place tile previous day,
November 3, at Hamilton Valley. The public meeting is
tentatively scheduled for the Mammoth Cave National
Park Leaming Center, with lodging available at Maple
Springs. A banqnet is being planned for Satnrday night
at the Bookstore Restanrant in Horse Cave. The program
has still to be arranged, but at a minimum, attendees can
expect updates on CRFs various Mammoth Cave
projects.
Plan to be there! To sign np for the meeting and
banquet call Phil DiBlasi (502-637-2030) or Mike
Yocum (502-227-7254).

Fourth
Annual
MCNP/CRF
Science
Conference

Switzer's remarks are timely; cooperation amongst
the Park Service, local officials and area landowners will
become increasingly important to CRF as well, as the
Foundation settles into its role as an area landowner.
The conference was divided into four broad sections:
Cultural
Resources:
Chuck Swedlund made an impassioned and convincing case for the value and beauty
of the historical signatures which he has spent the past
several years in photo-documenting, while Chuck DeCroix (NPS) described an npcoming project to document
other signatures off the beaten path. The potential payoffs are considerahle, and Chuck has already shown,
among other things, that there are two Stephen Bishops
who left their names in Mammoth Cave, Stephen L.
Bishop was Ed Bishop's son, and presumably a descendent of "the" Stephen. Stephen's Way is evidently named
after Stephen the younger since features in the passage
are named for Ed's other children. One interesting result
of this work will be the ability to reconstruct Max
Kaemper's order of surveying the cave, since he left
many meticulously dated signatures.

Mammoth Cave National Park's Fourth Science
Conference, co-sponsored by CRF, took place during of
the July expedition, Jnly 6-7.
The conference was opened by recently appointed
Superintendent Ronald Switzer. Switzer pointed out that

"the relationship between research and resource management must be interactive to achieve its full potential".
He went on to note that almost all the ecosystems that
the NPS has to manage are incomplete, and that park
boundaries are highly permeable to outside influences,
bnt that by "using tile Biosphere Reserve concept, we
may be able someday to manage these components in a
regional context." In addition to prioritizing research at a
park and regional level, "a good deal of research should
be developed to address the ecological consequences of
global climate change ... and changes in land and water
use,"
Switzer went on to point ont that the first priority
for research should be those ecosystems "that will most
likely be critically affected by change". At present,
"fully 75% of the identified threats to the park are inadequately documented by research". Returning park ecosystems to pre-settlement conditions would not be realistic,
bnt "maintaining and restoring natural processes is a fur
more attainable goal" Switzer also specnlated "whether
the park has valne as a fnture sonrce of genetic materials
for non-park habitats".
Finally, he noted that as "the likelihood of having
enough government fnnding ... grows increasingly dim
... we will have to depend on partnering and cooperating
with one another if we are to have any success". This
includes cooperation with local officials and landowners:
"there is a need to ... develop broad-based 'quality of life'
advocacy groups or partnerships to provide dialogue
between disparate elements of each community ahout
land nse and development issues".

J

Max Kaemper rarely spelled his name out; this example
from Emily's Avenue.

js

Christine Hensley (NPS) described the serendipitons
discovery of an archeologicaly significant rock shelter
along the Green River. She noted that it is a rare honor
these days for an archeologist to carry out work in an
undisturbed surface site. The shelter contains unusually
deep cultural deposits, conveniently sealed by an overburden. Dales of charcoal fragments show Early Woodland use of the site.
Kristin Gremillion (co-authors Kristin Sobolik,
Patricia Whitten & Patty Jo Watson) reported some of
the results of the recent Salts and Mammoth Cave
paleofeces collection. The specimens fall within the
dates of maximnm activily-2,700-2,300
b.p, Preliminary resnlts from steroid measurement snggest that all
the "depositors" were male, while pollen analysis is
beginning to suggest the seasonality of each specimen.
George Crothers (co-author Bob Ward, NPS) reported
results from the Earthwatch program, which documented
all of the historic and prehistoric remains along Main
Cave from the Cataracts to Violet City. All items
except the very small (charcoal fragments, etc.), nearly
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2,000 in total, were individually documented arid located,
allowing brood pictures to be drawn of the distribution
of various types of material. TIle artifacts range from
pictograpbs to modem trash, but the conunonest items
are aboriginal bark knot ties.
Ecology: Tom Jones described the aquatic biomonitoring he and co-authors Bill Pearson and Charles Boston
have been doing within the underground waters of the
region. They are looking at water ranging from pristine
(Eyeless Fisb Trail) to grossly polluted but recovering
(Hidden River). Community structure is an excellent

The study is notable for its use of colored baits at
various distances from an entrance. The colorcoded crickets can be examined at their entrance
roosts and their movements outside deduced.
indicator of overall water quality. Three distinct community types can be discerned: sinkhole plain (e.g. L and N
Cave), intermediate (e.g., Colossal River) and base-level
(Echo River, etc.). One interesting result is that the
northern cave fish is almost absent from Logsdon River,
although it occnrs in similar habitat in Indiana. Pollution of Logsdon River water may be a cause. Results
also show that surface fishes probably enter Mammoth
Cave from the Green River springs, not from sinkhole
plain wash-ins as previously believed.
Tom Poulson (co-authors Kathy LaVoie & Kurt
Helf) presented results on population structure in the
cave cricket. Hadenoecus subterraneus is a terrestria1
"keystone" species, fneling several important terrestrial
communities. Results suggest the existence of source
and sink populations, the latter occupying less desirable
habitat and being maintained by migration from the
former. Size distributions throughout the year show that
the crickets are long lived (> 2-3 years); one implication
is that recovery from perturbation is low, increasing the
risk of local extinction. It is recommended that the
planned air-lock doors be designed to allow cricket access
at the artificial entrances. Since local populations differ
in their vulnerability to predation or weather, the maintenance of many local populations will spread the risk of
catastrophe.
Kurt Helf has documented foraging strategy in
Hadenoecus. The study is notable for its use of colored
baits at various distances from an entrance. The colorcoded crickets can be examined at their entrance roosts
and their movements outside deducetl. Bait moves
through the gut sequentially, so crickets with multiple
colored bands QUI be recorded! Experiments were resigned to test an optimal foraging strategy (cost! benefit)
hypothesis by placing baits at sites with differing pedation risks and climate. As predicted, adult crickets are
prepared to risk longer journeys to find good food than
are juveniles. Unexpectedly, adults will stuff themselves
to capacity given a rich food source, despite an increase
in predation risk from being barely able to hop.
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The park's surface ecology has also been getting attention. Guenter Schuster, Eve Kimsey, and Gregory
Pond reported results of aquatic monitoring along the
Green River. Not surprisingly, the section of river ponded behind Lock & Dam 6 has less biodiversity than the
free-flowing upstream section. However, Schuster warns
that removal of the dam will not be a panacea, since
regulated water release from the upstream Green River
Dam has at least as large a detrimental effect on the river
communities (and by extension, on the cave's base-level
aquatic communities).
The park's forest is the most complete in the
region, and includes a wide range of commnnities, as
reported by Kemuel Badger (co-authors John Taylor &
Bobette Jones). One of the more interesting communities includes remnant populations of eastern hemlock.
Prior to the 1930s, the park was a mosaic of land uses,
and this is reflected in the diversity of woodlands, developing at different rates.
Geology and Hydrology: Tammy Eifert (co-authors
John Holbrook & Philip Statler) discussed the result of
her burrow chert study (see February 1995 Newsleuert.
She showed that the bizarre ropy chert structures in
Logsdon River probably result from unusually large
marine burrowing creatures. Rick Olson (co-author Ivan
Krapac) gave interim results of his cave nitrate regeneration study. Rick has documented regeneration, although
at rather slow rates, and results to date support the idea
of a seep-water origin for the nitrogen, perhaps in the
form of nitrates leached from forest soils.
Art Palmer's talk (co-author Peggy Palmer) also
centered on seepage water and some of its little-known
effects, including its influence on speleo-psychologyl
(That cheerful golden patina on the bedrock near terminal
breakdowns owes its existence to seepage mobilization
of silicates). Counter-intuitively, seepage water can be
solutionally aggressive as it enters the cave, since if it
enters through the sandstone, it will become saturated
under closed (no air) conditions, and can absorb carbon
dioxide when it encounters cave air. A zonation of seepage effects can be discerned as one moves from the passage terminus back under the caprock, with travertine
deposition giving way first to solutioual aggression,
then to a zone of weathering rinds, finally to gypsum
deposition. The quantity of pyrite in the rock immediately surrounding a passage is more than enough to
account for the amount of gypsum observed.
Chris Groves (co-author Joe Meiman) presented the
provocative proposition "Could Mammoth Cave be
redu~ to a si~lgle equation?" Well, no, but the quesnon can provide a framework within which to understand what processes are important". Chris reports progress 1Il understanding dissolution rates at several well~fiued points, namely at the sampling wells in Hawkins River. These points allow continuous data on flowrate, hydrostatic head, and temperature to be collected and
make sampling for chemical parameters possible during
floods. Results to date suggest that passage enlargement
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takes place disproportionately during passage-filling
floods, but Chris cautions "we are learning to collect our
facts and let the cave teach us what it will". Some of
those data were reported by Clifford Hall., who used tile
same sampling sites plus Mill Hole and Echo River
Spring to monitor water quality through several. flood
pulses. Fecal coliform levels correlate with flow, but
coliform peaks are displaced later than peak flow rates,
suggesting a relatively distant source for contaminated
water.
A smaller scale study by Christoph Uhlenbruch
(reported by Joe Meiman) looked at karst hydrology
around the Maple Springs NPS research station. Con-

Chris Groves presented the provocative proposition "Could Mammoth Cave be reduced to a
single equation?" Well, no...
lamination of a small Haney spring was traced to structural damage to the building's sewage system. With that
repaired, by far the biggest impact on a series of small
wet-weather springs derives from the horse-trail staging
area, where horse trailers are mucked out.
Finally, Joseph Ray gave a fascinating look at the
movement of surface material within the karst landscape.
The process of fluvial (non-solutional) erosion has been
somewhat neglected in me Mammoth Cave region, but
it is the predominant mechanism by which material is
moved and the landscape evolves, with karstic processes
being snperimposed on this, The effects of vertical
shafts around the limestone contact "is usually very
localized and subordinate to the overall fluvial ravine."
Cave Management:
John Fry (NPS) reported the first
results of his and Joe Meiman's meteorological monitoring. Continuous baseline data on temperature and relative humidity are being collected at several sites including entrances which will be fitted with air-lock doors
beginning this month. Evaporation rates (occasionally
negative) are being measured directly by Meimandesigned evaporimeters. Results to date show diurnal and
seasonal fluctuations. They also show that gates being
opened for tours causes measurable but transitory spikes
in the data, and even the presence of a small number of
researchers appeaned on the temperature graphs. One of
the more interesting sites is Longs Cave, where an old
obstructive gate was recently replaced with a bat-friendly
one. Weather conditions at the Indiana bat hibernaculum
are being monitored.
Scott House reported on CRF's smaller cave documentation program. The first year has been devoted
largely to developing and testing inventory, location,
and cave labeling prooedures and to the development of
suitable databases for storing and manipulating the data.
Eventually, this information will be incorporated into a
Geographic Information System being constructed by
the NPS. Earlier information on the many caves north
of the Green River was very spotty and unreliable; there

. was not even a reasonable estimate on the number of
caves. Proper documentation will allow rational management decisions to be made regarding this neglected
aspect of the park's speleological resources.
The conference ended with a discussion by Richard
Zopf on another provocative qnestion-What
is a cave?
As anyone who has spent time on matters speleological
will attest, ibis is not easy, or perhaps even possible, to
answer. Yet, the public' conceptions of a "cave" have'
implications for cave management since stereotyped'
expectations are raised, and mangers often strive to satisfy those expectations. Hence, tile speleothems of
Frozen Niagara feature prominently in NPS publicity
about Mammoth Cave, although the cave in general is
not well endowed with "formations".
The Science Conference, now in its fourth year, is
proving to be a very useful forum, and the participants
voted unanimously to reconvene the conference next
year. Tentatively, the 1996 meeting will be scheduled
either immediately before or after the August CRF expedition, with possibly a field trip included (dates to be
announced).

New Gates for Mammoth Cave
The National Park Service program to replace aging
and poorly designed gates at Mammoth Cave National
Park is proceeding on track, and is keeping the NPS
welding crew busy. In 1994, seven gates were completed. This summer Dixon Cave (tile disjointed northern extension of Houchins Narrows) will get the last of
the bat gates. Dixon Cave hosts a small hibernating
colony of Indiana bats. The next phase of work will
involve installing air-lock gates at Great Onyx, Doyel
Valley, Carmichael and Violet City entrances. The
gothic arched iron doors at Violet City will remain drn
to their National Register status.
The Austin Entrance to Flint Ridge will also be
. closed for an indefinite period while the NPS pulls out
the current arrangement, sees what falls down, and installs a new gate.
CCC Worker
Mammoth

Recreates a bit of
Cave History

Mr. Barney Cox, Lexington, KY, worked for the
black Civilian Conservation Corps at Mammoth Cave
in the 1930s. On May 20, Mr. Cox turned 80 years old,
and his daughter asked the Park to allow him to visit the
cave and sing underground as he had with the CCc. He
came with a few friends, family, and his own qnartel
Their harmonies rang through Broadway, a passage
known for its surround-sound acoustics. Mr. Cox said,
"Back with the 3Cs, we'd build the trails and sing for
folks coming through on tours. They always appreciated
it"
Story from Mammoth Monthly
Jim Carroll & Vickie Carr

(NPS), June 1995,

editors
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EXPEDITIONS
CALIFORNIA
Lilburn Cartography
Peter Bosted
There were three 1994 expeditions involving cartography to Redwood Canyon in Kings Canyon National
Park, California. These were over Memorial Day,
Fourth of Jnly, and July 23-24 weekends. Of the ten
survey trips into Lilburn Cave, two surveyed small side
leads off Curl Passage for 145 ft., three surveyed leads
off the West Stream for 400 ft., one surveyed a tight 80
ft. crawl from the beginning of the Incredicrawl to the
Attic, one surveyed 135 ft. off the Pandora Complex,
and the last three were to a newly discovered area dubbed
the Penthouse, where 1140 ft. were mapped. TIle Penthouse is above the Attic-Attic, and was reached by two
difficult climbs pioneered by Bill Farr and others. An
extensive horizontal maze was found at the top of the
second climb, with no connection back to known cave.
A total of 2000 ft. of new passage was surveyed,
bringing the length to 23.2 km (14.4 miles), while the
vertical extent remains unchanged at 155 m (509 ft.),
Many small leads remain throughout the cave.
One survey trip was made in May's Cave, mapping
140 ft. to bring the length to about 715 fl. The remaining leads are extremely tight. but air and water flow
indicates a likely connection with the Attic-Attic in
Lilbnrn, 200 ft. lower and 200 ft. away horizonlally.

Good progress was made on producing maps. A
map of Cedar Cave showing both plan and two profile
views was published in the Califomia Caver (No. 2(0).
AU the Lilburn data has been divided up according to
levels, and line plots are ready for each of the approximately seventy-five 11" by 17" quadrangles. Eighteen in
the north end of the cave, one in tile middle, and about
fourteen in tile south end of the cave have been dmwn
up, and include all surveys to date in these areas. TIle
drawing is done on Macintosh computers, using Canvas
or Illustrator drawing programs. This makes it easy to
update the maps as new passages are surveyed, and allows several versions of the map to be printed out, since
varions features are on different levels. Overlay maps are
also being prodnced showing how levels in a given area
relate to each other. Five people are now working on
prodncing qnadrangles, with one new cartographer, Bral
Hacker, making exceptionally valuable contributions in
1994.

Lilburn Hydrology-Rain,
Sediments
and Crime Make 1994 A Difficult Year
Bill Frantz
1994 was a year fraught with problems for the Lilbum Hydro group. A spring expedition found the Big
Spring data logger batteries dead. The data logger had to

be reprogrammed in tile pouring rain. As a result of
moisture in the logger and some programming errors,
we lost data from spring to faIl; this marks the first loss
of data since we inslalled the logger. The solar cells
from the rain gauge were inslalled at tile spring to provide backup power for the logger.
The in-cave logger continues to have some problems with sensors. The shifting sediments at the ZRoom left tile sensors out of tile water (well, this is
better than buried under five feet of sand).
We continue to measure annual rain fall at the top
of Redwood Canyon. The tipping bucket rain gauge was
vandalized somewhat when somebody took the wind
screen. We removed the gauge and will seek a data logger before attempting to reinstall the tipping bucket.

Redwood Canyon Karst-Studies
Few Sediments Advance

but

John C. Tinsley
Three trips were conducted in support of sedimentological activities at Lilburn Cave during 1994. However, the spring of 1994 had light runoff; consequently,
little if any sediment moved through the cave system or
through tile conduits of Big Spring to Redwood Creek.
Sediment monitoring sites within Lilbum Cave upstream from the Z-Room recorded no activity. At the Z:
Room, sediment continued to be eroded downstream, as
the cave continued to recover from the influx of sediment caused by the opening of the sinkhole in Pebble
Pile Creek during tile late 1980's. In short, 1994 was an
unremarkable year for studies of sediment transport.
Studies of the surface karst were more productive.
Four new sinkholes were discovered along a creek channel that drains from Big Baldy to Redwood Creek and
crosses the Redwood Canyon Trail about 100 meters
south of the entrance to Cedar Cave. These sinkholes
were mapped, along with a small area of sinkholes that
were known but not previously mapped. These data will
be compiled onto the surface karst map of Redwood
Canyon which is presently undergoing revision and
field-checking for completeness prior to release to the
National Park Service. The Pebble Pile Sink.hole continned to fill with sediment washed down Pebble Pile
Creek and with sediment generated by collapse of the
hillside along the north side of tile sink.hole.
.

Lilburn Cave Restoration
Bill Frantz
The principle focus of activity last year was the Jefferson Memorial. Two expeditions there resulted in one
side of the speleothem being greatly improved. The
other side has dirt embedded under calcite and will
require large quantities of acid if we decide to clean it.
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Other areas that received attention were the Great
White Pillar and the Glacier. TIle Pillar is probably as
clean as we can make it, although I am still not satisfied
with the result. The best way to clean the Glacier will
be with acid and large quantities of water. We should
look into the possibility of running a water line down
from the entrance,
I deeply appreciate the help of the following:
Participants:
Regan Barry, Dave Bunnell,
Steve Koster, Dave Lemburg, Dan Montello,
Merrilee Proffitt, Klan Sandjideh.

Brad Hacker,
Paul Nelson.

Mineral King Area
Glen Malliet
The 1994 CRF Mineral King field season involved
19 participants on four expeditions held August through
October. These inclnded trips to the Panorama
basin/Franklin Lakes drainage, White Chief Canyon, and
the sinkholes below Eagle Lake. While progress was
made on inventory and hydrology, the main focus was
cartography. Developing accurate maps for use as base
references for further studies is a priority. Over one-half
mile of cave passage was mapped and over 4,300 ft. of
surface survey was completed.
Cartography:
Four trips continned the remapping of
the CirquelHouse
Cave "System",
The existing
(Hedlund) map of the caves was proven, as expected, to
lack both geometric accuracy and significant detail. Field
checks verified the south (upstream) portion of the cave
turns sharply east, as plotted on the 1993 preliminary
map and contrary to the linear trend shown on the
Hedlund map.
Over 650 ft. of passage was mapped in Cirque Cave
during 1994, including completion of the overlying
House Cave portion of the system. The traverse of the
main Cirque Cave passage was continued from the Green
Pool Room to the Sink Entrance, and beyond to a narrow crawlway and pit leading to the Lake Room. Survey
then continued into an unmapped room southwest of the
Lake Room. This room, located past an upclimb
through breakdown, contains anastamoses, rillen, and
organic-rich sediment. Additionally, a survey was made
into tile Terrace Room (below the Sand Room) to a pool
with a passage trending toward Ole Lake Room. Finally,
side passages in Ole upstream portion of Ole cave were
mapped, including the Pika Passage, an interesting
joint-controlled tube trending southeast from the primary
passage. Many leads remain to be checked and surveyed,
including the two large rooms in the cave, the Lake
Room and Mud Room. The Mud Room is large, with
curiously little mud!
In the Panorama area, a trip into Bathing Cave
completed that survey. Four trips into what were separate caves, Panorama and Sink, resulted in the mapping
of an estimated 2,000 ft. of passage, and the finding of
an irnpressi ve new connection between the caves. A late
September, unscheduled expedition of four people began

mapping an area of rooms and large walking-high passage found during the previous expedition. After 12
stations they pushed a lead into walking passage trending toward Panorama Cave for an additional 25 stations
before stopping for the night. The following day the
team surveyed into Sink Cave from a new entrance and
continued the down-karst survey to a decorated side passage and waterfall, recognized as the back of Panorama
Cave. The survey then continued to previously-mapped
portions of Panorama Cave. During the three-day period
four cavers set 110 stations surveying more than 1,600
ft. of passage. The Panorama/Sink system currently
totals 3,000 ft. with many leads remaining.
A surface traverse of 4,300 ft. connected the
entrance of Panorama Cave to Altn Cave, passing over
several sinkholes including the insurgence to Sink Cave.
It is hoped that this traverse will eventually be tied into
OleWhite Chief Canyon traverse to provide an accurate
baseline delineating Ole two areas.
Karst Inventory:
The geologic inventory of Panorama Cave was completed and additional inventory was
made in Sink and Panorama caves. An infoonal inventory was made during the mapping of Cirque Cave. The
diverse conditions in the cave deserve a thorough' inventory of geologic and biological features, as abundant
insect life is present.
Hydrology:
Quantitative observations were made at
several sites including Eagle Lake sinks, the insurgence
from Eagle Lake drainage which apparently resurgrs
nearly one-half mile away at Tufa Spring. Pool levels
were measured in Cirque Cave to evaluate the hydraulic
gradient between Ole Green Pool and Ole Lake Room
pool. Electrical conductivity and pH measurements were
made in the White Chief drainage between the inflow to
Cirque Cave and the stream adjacent to camp, about 800
ft. lower in elevation. Measurements indicate that active

corrosion is occurring in Cirque Cave.
1995 started off wet, and snow pack was above
normal. Mineral King cavers may have to bring skis to
all expeditions.

Lava Beds Projects
Janet Sowers
CRF recently entered into a cost-share agreement
with Lava Beds National Monument; amongst other
things, the deal peonits JV Chris Roundtree to work as
a part-time NPS cave technician. Chris' mission is to
locate and document new caves. His duties also include
cave inventory, maintenance of the cave database, operating the GPS equipment, and cave management planning.
Chris has worked at Lava Beds on and off for four years
and has contributed greatly to cave documentation. CRF
looks forward to working with him.
Ongoing projects lit Lava Beds this year include
cave mapping, reconnaissance cave inventory (trenchwalking), general inventory (learn to tell paboehoe from
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runners and rat from bat scat), ice-level monitoring (we
do it twice a year in the caves with permanent ice
pools), and cave tagging (no spray paint allowed!). One
new project is GPS entrance location. There are bugs to
work out, but we anticipate that GPS will give us the
precise locations our compasses can never provide in
this magnetic lava.
The NSS Western Regional will be held this year at
Lava Beds, October 7-9, hosted by the Willamette
Grotto. This is a great opportunity to take advantage of
the fall weather and fun activities and to lend a hand with
CRF projects.

MAMMOTH
Hamilton

CA VE

Valley, April 15-16

Leaders: Mick Sutton & Sue Hagan
This expedition, the first to operate out of CRF's
Hamilton Valley property, was summarized in the May
Newsletter. TI,e followings account adds details of the
underground work accomplished.
Mammoth
Cave Cartography:
The most productive survey trip of this small expedition went to Miller
Avenue, where a party resurveyed ahnost 1,000 fl. along
a passage in the Miller Avenue complex, ending in sand
fill. This almost completes work on the upper levels of
the Belfry Avenue sheet. Another party went to the upper levels of Upstream Mystic River-this is the original Martel Avenue R-Survey route to Mystic River.
Closure problems in a long loop involving this passage
make the job a high priority, since Upstream Mystic
sprawls under at least three map sheets. Unfortunately,
this party followed the example of the last one to the
area by having insufficient time to advance the survey
far (the expedition leaders' fault, not the party's). The
passage is low, damp, and long, and will take several
more trips.
Elsewhere in Mystic River, a party surveyed stream
loops around Mystic Junction. The old survey here has
good-looking data and even a fairly reasonable sketch,
but an old base-level problem occurs-s-there are no recoverable stations, even with a copy of the old book in
hand. The resurvey uses recoverable poker chips at strategic places. The party also started the far end of the
Mystic R-Survey-thiS upper level from Mystic Junction eventually wanders into Emily's Puzzle, where it
will need to be tied in 10reality.
For the Blue Spring Branch sheet, there was a short
trip to replace the rope that was removed last year from
Lucy's Dome (about a 20 fl. climb). There's a lot of
survey to do up there, including a possible long loop to
passages off Marion Avenue.
Another short trip went to the near reaches of Salts
Trunk to complete the loop from the Monuments to the
far upper trunk. Following this, a thin caver squeezed
through the tight spot between the far upper trunk 81>:\

Dismal Valley. Other party members did not quite fit,
but were able to extend a survey line through the tight
bit, so a normal-sized party can complete the loop from
the Dismal Valley side.
Smaller Caves: The smaller caves project was hampered by no drill bits being available for setting brasscap labels. However, Richard Zopf and John Fry (NPS)
did achieve GPS locations for Ganter and Running
Branch Caves, and reconnoitered a group of potential
additions to the list of known caves, including a low
stream crawl and several shelters.
Resource
Management:
Chuck Swedlund, assisted
by Duve Taylor-Warren (NPS), shot color photos of the
recently cleaned gypsum snowballs in the Snowball
Dining Room. These were taken from recoverable
points, and will provide a benchmark against which any
future deterioration C8Jl be judged.
Rick Olson and Harry Grover took photographs to
document another management problem-the
tour trail
sediment in the Historic area is becoming finely pulverized, possibly owing to increased air flow since installation of the new gate, with the result that tours me
beginning to resemble cattle drives, and the guides me
eating dust. Rick also caught up somewhat with bis
neglected nitrate regeneration experiment, by recharging
an atmospheric ammonia detector (does the bedrock emit
ammonia, and is this tile source of N for calcium
nitrate?).
Finally, there was a short visit to Adwell Cave, a
short trunk fragment under the Hamilton Valley property. Although basically a tonrist trip, bio-inventory
notes were taken. Creatures in residence included a bigeared bat and a wide variety of terrestrial invertebrates.
Survey
Crews:
Miller Ave.-Kevin
Downs, Sheila
Sands, Chris Beck; Mystic R-survey;
upstream-Mike
Yocum, Dick Maxey, Cheryl Early; Mystic Junction-Mick
Sutton, Don Bittle, Doug Alderman; Lucy's Dome-Richard
Zopf, Chris Beck; Salts Trunk-Mick Sutton, Dick Maxey,
Cheryl Early; Small Cave Location-Richard Zopf; John
Fry (NPS); Snowballs-Chuck
Swedlund: Duve Taylor- Warren (NPS); Historic area dust & nitrate studies-Rick
Olson,
Harry Grover; Adwell Cave-Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton, Dick
Maxey, Cheryt Early.
Thanks.
All who attended pitched in and helped in uncountable ways. Among those not attending who deserve
thanks are the tenant house crew, Roger, Joyce, Dick and
Cheryl. Thanks to Joyce for supplying the amazing giant
Coleman stove. Thanks to John and Nancy Korabic for
being around, for dealing with the survey gear, for being our
phone-link with the Park, for providing
the large tent
which we would have needed if the rain had come a day
earlier.

Leadership

Training,

April 22-23.

Leaders: Mike Yocum, Pat Kambesis, Bob Osburn
Twenty-one JVs attended the expedition,
whom participated in the training.
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On Saturday morning, Pat Kambesis and Bob
Osbnrn lectured on how to prodnce clean, accurate, and
usable survey notes. A discussion of trip leader responsibilities elicited usefnl feedback from the many trip
leaders present. In the afternoon, participants went to

The only way to maintain and sharpen sketching
abilities is to do it often,
Proctor Cave and split into two parties; one gronp
practiced setting point and reading instrnments while
everyone else used the data generated by group 1 to practice sketching. After returning, they turned their 20 feet
to the inch sketches into 40 feet to the inch maps.
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On Snnday, there was more discussion before we
descended in a horde on Marion Avenue, where Bob
Osbnrn and Richard Zopf had placed stations and left bits
of flagging tape with the data for each snrvey shot.
Again we practiced sketching, in a larger but very simpie passage, for about three hours, Bob and Pat critiqued
the sketches in progress.
It seems that everyone enjoyed the training and
found that it helped both their sketching skills and their
ability to judge the quality of their work. It would help a
lot if expedition leaders would use these trained sketchers
as much as possible. The only way to maintain and
sharpen sketching abilities is to do it often.

I

I
I
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Participants:
Doug Alderman, Don Bittle, Les Carney,
Pred Douglas, Cheryl Early, Richard Hand, Neil Hammond,
Terri Hammond, Joyce Hoffmaster, Pat Kambesls. Candy
Leek, Dick Maxey, Roger McClure, Bob Osburn, Jon
Smith, Mike Yocum, Richard Zopf.

Thanks to Phil DiBlasi and Jan Hemberger for managing
camp, and to Candy Leek and Larry Pursell for assisting
with camp chores as well as participating in training.

Memorial Day, May 27-28
Leader. Phil Bodanza
The Memorial Day expedition fell in the middle of a
very wet spring. Although the Green River had receded
from a massive flood the previous week, in-cave conditions tended 10 be sloppy. That and continuing heavy
rain canceled most low-altitude trips.
Smaller Caves: A survey and inventory crew went to
Sal Hollow to map and inventory Deer Lick Cave. For a
short cave, it is teeming with life, including from time
to time the namesake deer which apparently enter the
shelter to get at a mirabilite salt lick! The party then
walked over the ridge to inventory Sqnirrel Hollow
Springhouse Cave. This is a typical Haney limestone
cave with lots of life in it. A blowing wet lead at the
end could possibly be pushed in very dry weather.
A location crew obtained GPS locations and set
brass-cap labels for a group of caves in and near Raymer
Hollow at the head of the Dry Prong drainage. One cave
was acting as a sink for an intermittent stream which on
this day was flowing strongly. TI,e party also noted a
rock shelter with a laid stone wall above Hideout Spring
Cave.
Two mapping crews went to Wilson Cave (one of
the longer "small" caves). Party I mapped 425 fl. in a
mazy area. All leads were surveyed, and yet another route
into the "Sneeze-You-Die" Room was found. The area
between the Hiberdomes and Big Canyon is now complete. Party 2 surveyed down two pits wid, high, but
extremely tight and twisty drains. A third pit was more
productive; 160 ft. of small passage was mapped and
several leads left,

CRF
Avenue. This included an old tourist
canyon ending in pretty flowstone.
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Two survey crews went to Miller Avenue to work
on the Bishop's Domes sheet. TIle first group surveyed
600 ft. of small passage beyond the "Gracinin's Grind"
squeeze. Next day, a party returned 10 the same area, but
the party leader did not fit through the squeeze. The crew
turned their attention to a nearby low crawl until repelled
by water.
There were three trips to a long network of passages
beyond Lucy's Dome. The first priority here is to
achieve a surveyable but impassable link to Mariou
Avenue. A passage below Marion Avenue bas an incheswide crack in the floor, down which a poker-chip survey
station dangles into an underlying passage. The three
crews between them extended a survey line down 2100
ft. of very varied passage from Lucy's Dome to the start
of the crawlway which presumably has the chip hanging
out of the ceiling. Unfortunately, being at a rather low
level, this passage was half full of water. A wet-suit
crew or a long dry spell will be needed to complete the
link. There are some unsurveyed pits and canyons at the
Lucy's Dome end of this area.
Two survey parties went beyond Proctor Crawl.
Party one surveyed a large canyon to Mystic River Pit,
while party two started at the Proctor Trunkjunction and
mapped back towards Mystic River Pit. Both groups
then went on to Proctor Trunk. Party one mapped north-

Bat remains (Myotis luclfugus in this case) are the focus of
recent paleontological research within Mammoth Cave.

Dennison Cave, about 1,000 ft. long, was mapped.
The cave has an obscure hillside entrance leading 10 a 20
fl. wide trunk. The cave shows evidence of past onyx
mining and saltpeter digging (with tally marks, wooden
gluts, etc.). Small leads through flowstone at the end,
and a small undescended pit may warrant a second look.
Biota (mainly pipistrelles), signatures, and the historic
artifacts were inventoried.

party two surveyed to Czar Chasm, then leapfrogged

Mammoth
Cave Cartography:
In Historic Mammoth, there was a survey trip to Main Cave to complete
a detailed sketching job in the area around d,e Acute
Angle. Another crew went to a small passage off Gratz
Avenue. Although the passage is "wide enough on
paper, only small portions are actually usable". There is
at least one unentered lead off this passage. A third Historic area crew mapped 500+ feet of passage off Sylvan

Research Trips: The Names Without Faces photographic survey has moved out of Gothic and Gratz Avenues and into Main Cave. The party photographed signatures from the Rotunda, past Gothic, to Giant's Coffin.
TI,e speed of progress was severely reduced by the high
summertime weekend density of tours, but Chuck
Swedlund still managed to expose 17 rolls of film. A
reconnaissance to Blacksnake Avenue showed that 00.

ward in the trunk to a major breakdown junction,

while

ahead of the other crew and mapped another 25 stations
westward in the maiu trunk. Between them, the two
crews accounted for an impressive 4,600 ft. of survey,
much of it large trunk passage.
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spite disturbance by recent visitors, there are numerous
unspoiled older names, some of them nicely decorated.
A geological reconnaissance crew went to Blue
Spring Branch and B1ackall Avenues looking for wellexposed banks of sediment The only good exposure in
either passage is the 2 meter deep excavated trench in the
Cul-De-Sac, a Blackall Avenue side passage. A stratigraphic column was reoorded here. Evidence of a large
earthquake is suggested by infilled fractures in the sediments.
Another research party in Historic Mammoth examined Little Bat Avenue for bat remains. The bones found
(in out-of-the-way comers) seem to belong to little
brown or Indiana bats, An area of ceiling staining
probably represents the main bat roost. Further bat
remains were documented in Backslider's Alley (the
high-level alcove opposite Gothic Avenue). The same
crew collected peter dirt samples for Rick Olson's ongoing nitrate regeneration study, and photographed the
"world-class cave lint resources" in this end of the cave.
Crews: Deer Lick Cave, etc.-Scott House, Rick Toomey,
Doug Baker, Mike Yocum, Rick Olson; Raymer Hollow
cever-c-Richard
Zopf John Fry (NPS), Doug Alderman;
Wilson Cave-I) Dave West, Karen Willmes, Tim Schafstall; 2) Steve McLuckie, Derek Bristol. Lee Florea; Acute
Angle-Doug Baker, Jim Borden, Nancy Korabic, Karen
Ballantine; Sylvan Ave.~Scott House, Tim Schafstall, Gail
Wagner, Greg Black; GratzAve.-Dave West, Karen Willmes, Tern Hornaday; Dennison Cave-Bob Osburn, Karen
Ballantine, Gail Wagner, Stan Sides; Miller Ave.-l) Kevin
Downs, Ken Redeker, Joe Levinson; 2) Dab Osburn, Mike
Yocum, Derek Bristol; Lucy's Dome-I) Mick SUlton, Sue
Hagan, Greg Black; 2) Bill Putnam. Roger McClure, Tem
Hornaday; 3) Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan, Steve McLuckie;
Proctor Cave-l) Bill Koerschner, Bill Stephens, Jon
Smith; 2) Pat Kambesls, Don Coons, Russell Conner; Main
Cave photos.-Chuck
Swedlund, Tom Grant; Blue Spring
Branch & Blackall Ave.-Paul
Rubin, Thorn Engel, Mike
Nardacei; Historic areapaleontology-Rick
Toomey, Rick
Olson, Richard Zopf, Tom Grant.

MISSOURI
April through June, 1995
Report by Mick Sntton
The past quarter saw relatively little field work,
partly due to another very wet spring. One trip to Powder Mill Creek Cave was repelled by a massive efflux of
turbid flood water ponring out of tile entrance, while a
second attempt was repelled by a vandalized lock on the
cave gale. There was a brief trip to Davy Crockett Cave
(Howell County) which extended tile surveyed length to
. 2,300 ft. Known leads amount to an additional 800 ft.
The additional data pushed Steve Irvine's 20 ft. per inch
pencil draft over the edge, and he will have to redraw the
cave at a smaller scale.
A special-purpose bioinventory trip went to Jagged
Canyon Cave (Missouri Department of Conservation) in
search of additional specimens of an undescribed spring-

tail. After spending much time searching this fairly long
cave, we concluded that the only visible springtail habitat was a beaver den back within the twilight zone. This
did yield a few specimens, but probably not of !he
desired species.
There were two trips to Panther Hollow on the
USFS Eleven Point District. A wet-suit party headed
up-valley in heavy, continuous rain to look at a low
stream crawl. Not the ideal conditions, one might think,
but fortunately (?) the little spring cave closed down
alter only 30 n, and we were able to complete a survey

Ominous noises from within were traced to a
large white ball of down-a turkey vulture chick.
and inventory despite the high outflow. We had less luck
finishing the next objective. After changing back out of
wet-suits we searched for Root Cellar Cave, finding
instead a small unreported entrance. Ominous noises
from within were traced to a large white ball of down-s-a
turkey vulture chick. A nesting phoebe also flitted in
and ont of the entrance. Leaving the Aviary Entrance
until alter nesting season (vulture chicks have notoriously unpleasant defensive strategies) we finally located
Root Cellar, but instead of the advertised 200 ft. of earlier reports, we ran out of time at 450 ft. with a going
maze still to map.
Next week the party retnrned to finish Root Cellar
but instead came across the same pre-adolescent vulture,
this time from tile inside. TIle bird could be forgiven if
it grows up a bit paranoid. Components of tile maze not
leading to the Aviary Entrance added another 450 ft. of
complicated passage to the cave's length.
Survey
Crews: Davy Crockett-Steve Irvine, George
Bilbrey, Doug Baker; Jagged Canyon-Mick Sutton, Sue
Hagan, Steve Hagan; Root Cellar-Mick
Sutton,
Sue
Hagan.

Break-In

at Redwood

Canyon

lohn Tinsley reports that late last summer tile second break-in in two years occurred at the CRF Redwood
Canyon cabin. Since tile looters left lockers open, mice
were able to move in and create further damage. Obviously, despite its remote and beautiful wilderness setting, the Redwood Canyon cabin is not immune to
"scumbags who like to make themselves generally
obnoxious". As a result, combination locks will be
changed and security in general tightened up, at some
inconvenience for JVs. In addition, NPS rangers will be
maintaining a greater presence in the front conntry, and
will use tile cabin as a patrol cabin.
Increased visitor traffic in this area also means that
JVs will no longer be sleeping in cars at the trail head,
and will be giving up some campsites which are too
close to the trail to meet NPS regulations.
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A Geological Guide to Art and Peggy Palmer
An and Peggy Palmer have made numerous scholarly contributions to the study of karst geology. Bur it is their
layperson's geological. guides 10 Mammoth Cave and Wind
Cave, providing comprehensive
and highly readable overviews on cave formation and development, which have
made the Palmers' widespread fame. They were a Hamilton
Valley just as the April expedition was about to begin where
they agreed to the following
interview. Richard Zopj recently remarked that he is often interviewed about his role
in the Flint Ridge-Mammoth
Cave connection and "When
people ask me what my most memorable caving experience
with CRF has been I have come to realize that it is the opportunity 10 cave with people like Tom Poulson, Pal War·
son, or Arl and Peggy Palmer." The Palmers returned/or the
July CRF expedition and led the entire camp on a two-hour
geology tour of historic Mammoth-s-opportunities like that
are what make being a Joint Venturers a great experience.
SHIMS

It's great to have both Of you back at Mammoth Cave
and herefor thefirst Hamilton Valley expedition.

An:. It's

wonderful to be here again. The dogwoods and
redbuds are at their peak, and the weather's a welcome
relief from New York's. We're here to continue on the
Crystal Cave geology project; we come here at least
once a year, but it's rare that our schedule overlaps with
CRF expeditions. This is the first time we've seen tile
CRF property-it's incredibly beautiful.

fl:&;. Once CRF gets a bu ikling, it will be fantastic.
Still, construction needs to get started or people are going to wonder why they are giving money.

What do you see as key features in the building design
neededfor karst researchers?
ftg; All we need is something

functional, not very
elaborate---a table, a sink, refrigeration, and space to
spread out. But there should not be a lot of equipment.
We bring our own equipment with us, and other
researchers prefer to do this, too. That way, you know
how to use it, yon don't have to share it, you don't
come down and find it's not working. The idea of baving
a fully-stocked lab is not very practical.

AI1:. It should be many steps above tile level of the
Carlsbad CRF huts, for research purposes and to show
that CRF is a major player. But we would like to see
the effort go into substance rather than style.

fl:&;. Ease of access is one tiling. Of course, bunk space,
and some privacy are important. Because of our irregular
hours, we need a lot of privacy. We have trouble sleeping in a dormitory.

AI1:. And you need to be able to go off with your own
thoughts. do your computations. titrations, or whatever,
but also you need common areas where you can meet
people, discuss ideas and catch up on the gossip.
The main tiling is that it is going to be here. There
will be no problem of getting locked out because others
are using the facilities. Convenience is the main thing,

along with proximity to the cave. Everybody in CRF is
going to want to retire here; that could be a problem
because if it turns into an old-age home, less cutting
edge research will be done.

When and how did you get involved with CRF?
An; During the 1965 NSS Convention in Bloomington,
Indiana I gave a symposium on cave mapping. I bOO
been caving in New England, New York and West Virginia for many years and a couple of years in Indiana. In
the audience were John Bridge and Joe Davidson. Afterward, they came up and asked if I'd like to go caving in
Flint Ridge and "see some cave" Wow! Did I!
My first trip to Flint Ridge was in August, 1965. It
just so happened that was the time of the big Q87 trip. I
was involved in several of tile trips early in the week to
the northwestern part of Flint Ridge. As the week
evolved, they decided on the crew that would go into the
Q survey. I was lucky enough to be part of that team,
along with John Bridge and Roger McClure. Roger was
a childhood hero of mine because of the C3 Expedition.
So, we did the Q87 tiling, which is pretty well documented in The Longest Cave. That was my introduction,
and I tried thereafter to make every expedition I could. I
did a lot of work in Flint Ridge, including the lower
levels of Colossal Cave. Peg's first trip was out to
Houchins River. John Bridge was along. Some of her
first trips were under the valley and in the lower level of
Colossal Cave, wet and miserable stuff.
I had read The Caves Beyond as a teenager and bOO
thought that some day I might be so lucky as to gaze at
the entrance. I never realized that I might someday actually be able to go into it.

Go into it and be responsible for drawing it up! You've
been going to it for three decades. How did the two of
you move from mopping the system to unraveling the
geology?
An; Well, in 1969 we thought it was time to start doing
some geology, because until" then we had lots of fun
crawling through mud and water and mapping passages
that most people shied away from. This was non-wetsuit
caving but in wetsuit kinds of passages. It didn't bother
us any, but we found after awhile that one muddy passage looks pretty much like any other. It was time to
raise our sights a litlle, at least from our standpoints as
geologists.
Up to that time, the limestone was just a gray blur
as we went through the passages. We were actually quite
surprised to find that we could map those different beds.
We found that we could map the geology quite easily
with a hand level.
To test the system, we made a loop through Colossal which was about three miles in length. Denny Burns
took the notes. I used the hand level and Peggy was on
the rods. The system we use allows you to keep a
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running total of the elevations so we can WI y up our
error right in the cave. The loop went through the
Bedqnilt-Colossal link and then down near the Werner
Link and back again through some of that stuff north of
Grand Avenue. We sat there at the entrance as Denny
made the final calculation. He said, "Let's see, your error
is four inches".

em, But we've also been caving elsewhere, comparing
Lechuguilla to Jewel and Wind caves, and even Mystery
Cave in Minnesota. All of that. then, gives us new perspectives on Mammoth.

~
We said, "It can't be that small". Later we found
that he had made a mistake, and it was actually less than
that! It was simply incredible; there was a lot of luck
involved.
An;. We found it was not only possible to identify the
beds in one particular place, but that we could trace them
very accurately throughout the whole cave.

~
It's pretty repetitive, and once you look into what's
going on there, it's fairly straightforward, geologically.
Lechuguilla is, of course, the epitome of this kind of
cave. Not that even half the questions have been

~

We had no idea we could do that,

An;, We could identify perhaps 65 different beds very
faithfully. We couldn't walk up to a single bed and say
"this is XYZ"-it
had to be put in context. You have to
check things out and find a particular recognizable bed or
a sequence of beds. Then you're on your way; you can
just count up and down and trace exactly where you are.

When did you start working on A Geological Guide to
Mammoth Cave National Park?
An;, Red Watson and his publisher friend, Peter Kurtz
wanted us to write a book on Mammoth Cave geology.
It ended up to be a rather non-technical work, rightly so.
It came out in 1981. By 1975, we had already solved
most of the problems that we discussed in the book so
the last five years or so were spent taking pictures and
drafting. We've clarified things quite a bit since then, but
there's been no burning need for a new edition.

What sort of things have you clarified?
An;, Oh, some of the levels needed to be refined: Echo
River, Silliman, El Ghar. We've shifted toward chemistry and have been interested in how the water chemistry
of Mammoth Cave compares with that elsewhere. For
example, in most caves if you are in a river passage the
water would be very close to saturation. In fact. in New
York State the water is undersaturated only in floods
(which is when we tend not to be there). In Manunoth
Cave, base-level streams tend to be somewhat like that,
but in streams that are perched on shales-Waterfall
Trail in Crystal, for example-s-the water is quite undersaturated and will dissolve limestone year round. That's
why the canyons are so abundant, with water coming off
the sandstone, hitting the limestone, going underground
very rapidly and not losing a lot of its aggressiveness
near the surface.
We know you are working at Lechuguilla a lot. What

are you doing there?

£l:z. The

oil companies have started asking people like
us about porosity. There's a specific kind of porosity
that they are getting oil out of, and it isn't karstic, The
question is, how can we integrate what we see with what
they see? That seems to be the crest of the wave at pres-

An;, In order to understand a cave yon need to go to
some other cave to compare it. Lechuguilla is spectacular, of course, but. ..

Our study is not unique by any means, but it gives
us a handle on how Lechuguilla differs from other
caves. That to us is the most important thing.
answered, but it's simple compared to some of the really
ancient karst like in the Black Hills where we're dealing
with three or four phases all superimposed on each
other. In the Mississippian Period, about 350 to 300
million years ago, more happened in Wind and Jewel
Caves than has happened ever since.
At Lechuguilla, people are beginning to realize how
important bacteria and other micro-organisms are. There
are a lot of chemical changes that are mediated by these
biological processes. It's not something we are working
On ourselves; the biologists, such as Diana Northup,
have an incredibly difficult wsk in identifying these
microbes.
An;, But our acquaintance with Lechuguilla has been
mainly that of trying to figure out how the mineralogy
and geochemistry fit in WiU, the origin of the cave. A
nwnber of other people have been doing this too, so our
study is not unique by any means, but it gives us a handle on how Lechuguilla differs from other caves. That to
us is the most important thing.
The last few years, we've been working on Mystery
Cave in Minnesota at the request of the Minnesota
Department of Natural Resources. It's a nasty floodwater maze and we thought we knew a lot about floodwater mazes and wouldn't learn a whole lot here. But it
turns out that we've learned an awful lot. The water entering the surface over Mystery goes straight down
through very organically rich soil, so the water contains
a great deal of carbon dioxide. When it reaches the cave,
the carbon dioxide starts to outgas and you get lots of
features that are normally associated only with these
strange southwestern caves like Lechuguilla. In Mystery

Cave there aregrowing raft cones. Huge ones. There are
folia, there are iron oxide cored formauons, and pool
fingers with bacterial filaments.
ftl:; Every time you go to a different cave you learn
more about the old places. We will always keep coming
back to Mammoth Cave because it's the standard for
karst and for aU other caves. Surprisingly, we know
more about Mammoth Cave by having gone to
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Lechuguilla. And we know more about Lechuguilla by
coming back to Mammoth Cave. For instance, Tumer
Avenue in Mammoth has miniature versions of the
chandeliers of the Chandelier Ballroom in Lechuguilla;
they're smaller, but they are no less bizarre, no less
chandeliers.

Have you been writing up these finds?
An;. Not recently because we've been so involved with
the Mystery Cave project, and also my job has gotten so
out of hand. I'm in charge of a water resources program
that is one of the largest in the country and because of
budgetary considerations they can't hire a new person, so
I'm basically doing two people's jobs. I don't mind
that-it's really exciting-but
it does cut into our cave
work. Cave research has always been a hobby for us.
~

We made an intentional decision that way.

opportunity to push the limits of science. There are
fields in geology that are beginning to wither-igneous
petrology, for example-that
are very rich subjects but
for which Ibere is no demand. Karst isn't in that position; in fact, people are finding that karst holds the
answer to a lot of questions. For example, oil geologists
and stratigraphers are trying to figure out the history of
the rocks they are looking at. They find paleo-karst features that need interpretation. Economic geologists find
many ores that are hosted by karst. EPA is going crazy
trying to get a handle on how to monitor waste in karst
areas. But I fear that the direction in the future will be
away from the basic sciences and toward a sort of addressing of day-to-day problems.

You've been doing the karst geology course for Western
Kentucky University for years. Do you see that as a
sourcefor future karst geologists?

All; Except for the Western Kentucky courses, I don't
teach karst. I teach hydrology, geophysics, and geochemistry. Of course, karst fits into all of those very nicelyit gets plugged in wherever appropriate. There will occa-

~
An interesting trend is that more professional
geologists and environmental scientists are taking the
course. We spend less time talking about how the various crawlways connect, and more on hydrology and geo-

One guy got up about 2/3 of the way when he
slid down the rope about sixty feet. He bounced
and came back down again on his back. I
thought, "Good grief. This happens every time ?"

An;. It seems that fewer young people are interested in
caving. Maybe it requires too great an attention span.
We wouldn't want to see hundreds of thousands of new
people swarming into caves, but it's disturbing to see so
few dedicated new cavers coming along.

sionally be a person doing a thesis on karst, but I
haven't really encouraged that. If anyone is interested in
karst, I'll send them to Derek Ford's program at McMaster University.

Peggy, wluu is your role in Art's research?

Why is it that you've not encouraged karst study?
All; If someone were to go to our college for karst studies, they would almost certainly have me as an advisor
and I already have so many students in hydrology, it's a
little hard to add new people. Somebody working in
karst would not only get the same amount of attention,
but they would get all our interest as well because we'd
want to go out there and help them.
We are a little concerned about what is happening in
karst because Derek Ford and Will White are beginning
to think of retirement. I think we all are.
~
But there are no new people. Most of the students
are going into environmental work, which usually requires just a masters degree. There are few going on to
get Ph.Ds, There are a few bright stars on the horizon,
but it's not clear if there's going to be another McMaster
group. Karst is being assimilated by other fields.
All; In all of geology, there is a trend toward environmental and applied aspects, and less attention to basic
research. So it's advantageous to cut out after a master's
degree or even, in some cases, after a bachelor's degree
and get ajob with a consulting finn. But that's not real
science. What we find disturhing is that all the people
going into environmental science are doing a great job
of handling a present problem, but there is very little

chemistry,

~
Well, I work in the laboratory. It's a whole lot of
fun. Most of my time is spent analyzing thin sections
of rock under the microscope. By thin-sectioning, you
can identify minerals and correlate different events, work
out a lime sequence of what happened.

An: l'lliook at a piece of rock and to me it just looks
like gray limestone. I'll pass it to Peg and she'll tell me
its entire history from the beginning to the day before
yesterday. She did most of the Mystery Cave lab work.
~
There are many clues that a rock will present if you
are able to understand what you are seeing. When we did
the early work here in Crystal Cave, we really didn't
know much abont carbonate rocks.

Art, you said earlier that you had been mapping before
you became a IV.
An: My first real cave, when I was 17, was 140 feet
long in marble, and I made my first cave map of it. It
actually took several trips to finish that cave. I devised
my own method; I made a map that was four feet long
with 23 cross sections. That's one cross section every
five feet!

Peg, how did you start caving?
~
My first IIip was around 1964. We went down an
86 foot pit on that trip. The pnrpose was to dig a connection between one cave and another, About three minutes into the cave, everyone said "Golly let's do something more fun and leave." So everyone turned around to
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go out. A few people made it up the rope, then one guy
who bad borrowed jumars which were completely covered with mud got up about 2/3 of the way when he slid
down the rope about sixty feet. He bounced and came
back down agaiu on his back. I thought, "Good Grief!,
This happens every time?" Art, though, didn't seem too
worried.
A!:t;. I felt his pulse and he was still breathing. No broken bones.
~
So we waited. The people at the top decided it was
time for a rescue, They ran off to get rescue eqnipment
and the local funeral director. The first sign of the rescue
was that down the rope came a bag of hambnrgers. Everybody needs those first during a rescue! We were all
gobbling them, but tile guy who fell didn't really feel
like it. He was pulled up and then everybody else got
pulled up. I thought, 'Gosh, I don't have to climb OUl.'
AI:t;. But there were more problems Ulan the accident, At
that time the women's dorms had hours; you hill!to be
back by II p.m. or it would be locked. You then had to
ring the doorbell and be chastised by the donn director.
~
As we were going back I saw a cop car going by
and I thought, "Wouldn't it be funny if that was for us?"
It turned out they had had a donn check-Art had to
explain to the donn director about the cave accident.

Art: The next weekend, though we got out in time, we
got lost on the highway and we were late again.
~
The third time, we decided "Why bother?" We
didn't change our caving clothes, and fell asleep on a
sofa in the rec. hall. On Sunday morning we woke up to
a long line of people in suits and ties ready to go to
church.
That was my introduction to caving. It was such a
big physical endeavor for me that I would get very sick
afterwards. I didn't really want to do all that mnch caving, but being left in me dormitory and waiting for Art
to call was worse by far. My first mapping trip was a
'mop-up' trip; those are always the worst. Being a
geologist, I was reading the compass. It was really
muddy and wet; to read it. I had to lick the mud off.

Memorial Day Geological Seminar at
Carlsbad Caverns/Guadalupe Mtns
Harvey DuChene
The Memorial Day weekend CRF Expedition at
Carlsbad Cavern featured a geology seminary led by
Harvey DuChene and Cyndi Mesch, assisted by John
McLean, Dave Jagnow and Mike Goar. The pnrpose was
to train CRF JVs in tile art of geological and mineral
inventory, with hoods-on experience in the identification
of rocks and fossils typical of the Capitan Reef complex
and Guadalupe cave mineralogy.
On Saturday, following DnChene's short orientation
talk, the fourteen participants traveled to Guadalupe

Still, you are mentioned in all of Art's works, you're
the centerpiece in all the pictures.

fu I'm the centerpiece because I'm usually the only
one with him on the trip! We've tried to work alone
because it is pretty boring for other people.

It's interesting to think how you two have developed a
reputation as cave geologists even though you say it is
"just a hobby". You started caving with CRF because
you were aurocted by the opportunity to cave at Mammoth, and then you became interested in studying the
geology. As CRF enters its fifth decade, how can it best
ensure that it will stimulate similar enthusiasm for karst
research in thefuture ?
~
CRFs position is sort of like our own. After collecting mountains of field data we have to buckle down
to interpreting it and publishing the results. It's getting
harder to make new cave discoveries, and exploring at
tne fringe is more difficult, Not many cavers are willing
or able to do this any more.
Ar4 Our role will inevitably shift toward interpretation-for example, "sorting out the spaghetti" in complex parts of the cave, to show how the cave has
evolved. The Crowthers, John Wilcox, and Tom Brucker
did a lot of this in Bedqnilt during tile '70s. Cave cleanups are a growing trend, as are cave inventories. Although inventories by non-specialists are unsystematic
and contain an awful lot of bogus information, they at
least make cavers more aware of the cave environment.
How about making training and discussion of new ideas
a part of every expedition?
As much as we joke about the CRF field station
turning into a cavers' old-age home, one of the things
CRF does well is mentoring newcomers: This tradition
has waned in recent years, parlly because the old-timers
have less opportunity to come to the cave as their job
responsibilities broaden. Let's hope that new field station will serve as a focal point not only for expeditions,
but also as a place where karst researchers of all kinds
will come to share ideas and meet others,

Mountain National Park to hike the geology trail at the
month of McKittrick Canyon. The relationship between
me Delaware Basin, the Capitan Reef, the reef slope (or
forereef), and shelf deposits were discnssed, with emphasis on the fossil and rock types characteristic of each
environment, After dinner at the research hut, Mosch set
up her collection of rocks, minerals, and fossils for everyone's examination. DuChene showed slides of minerals, speleothems and rock types typically seen in
Gnadalupe caves.
After Sunday breakfast, Mosch asked each participant to select a rock, identify it, describe the fossils, and
tell whether the sample came from me reef, backreef, or
shelf. Adjourning to the Lunchroom in Carlsbad Cavern,
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Blade structures in the Capitan Limestone (After a photo. by
Dave Jagnow).

she showed the group celestite and tyuyamunite deposits
in Pickle Alley [tyuyamunite is an obscure uranium/vanadium mineral---eds.]. The group next divided
into five teams and conducted inventory at preselected
stations in Left Hand Tunnel. An instructor at each station gave advice. After each group had seen all five stations, they gathered together to discuss tile findings.
Judging from the results of UJe mock inventory, attendees are ready to start gathering data in Carlsbad Cavern or any other Guadalupe cave.
All participated with enthusiasm and higb energy,
and asked excellent questions. I would like to thank tile
instructors and the participants for their interest and
help. Maybe we can do it again next year,
Participants:
Dave Engel, Kevin Glover, June Golaz,
Mike Huber, Terry Merrill, Erik Neimeyer, Talon Newton,
James Rice, Ann Scavarda, John Scavarda, Virginia Seiser,
Troy Shelton, Rich Wolfert, Stephanie Woodward.

Carlsbad Survey; ARe-evaluation
Pat Helton
As Carlsbad Cavern breaks the thirty mile mark, it
may be a good time to examine where we are and where
we intend to go with the survey and cartography, Both
the Foundation and the Park Service have spent well
over two years evaluating UJe work done in the past and
formnlating expectations for UJefuture.
For the past 30-35 years, hundreds of volunteers
have given their time and energy to mapping this world
famous cave. The work accomplished ranged from outstanding to awful. The result was a set of maps which
by the standards of tile day were pretty darn good. By the
end of 1992, it was evident that there were problems
with CRF-Guadalupes area survey methods and with
work quality. Accuracy was a big problem, and sketches

varied from excellent to poor. The practice was to send
in expedition forces of up to 45 cavers and hope for the
best. Results were less than satisfactory, and the cave
suffered from needless travel to places that would yield
no new data.
Evaluating the old data has taken well over a year of
plotting lines and trying to close loops. Many of the
critical loops would not close to any acceptable standard.
Our next task was to recreate a baseline of the cave using nearly 300 precision stations set by Tom Rohrer and
others. This would allow us to close major survey segments with some degree of accuracy. We found that
many good segments of survey were thrown off by 1m
tie-off points. For example, the Guadalupe Room from
the White Giant west is off the north-south axis by
about 32 ft. Left Hand Tunnel is off the same axis by
11,5 degrees. We already knew that the Mystery Room
was 12 degrees off, which moves Lower Cave by the
same amount. Only the Big Room survey exists without major loop error.
This situation evolved over time. What stanted out
as a small error was compounded over the years by lax
reading and lack of backsights. A correct survey leg was
corrupted by tying into an error-filled survey. Another
problem had to do with the declination settings in the
Brunton instruments, Some snrveyors corrected for declination and some did not; with declinations running up
to 11.5 degrees in UJeearly years, it doesn't take long to

introduce error.
The severity of the closure problems was masked by
UJe inability of early software to match the Cartesian
dam of the Rohrer survey with the polar data that most
survey teams produce, The resurvey of the Mystery
Room was tile first big tip that things were not as they
should be, The new survey was so far off-line from the
existing map that we had Tom Rohrer come in and survey off a precision station in the Queen's Chamber,
through the Mystery Room. From this, we were able to
determine the validity of UJenew survey,
WiUJ such an extensive and complex cave, there is
no quick fix, Resurveying the entire cave would be one
solution, but not too practical, at least not in most of
our lifetimes, The practical solution is to build off the
precision survey baseline, fitting existing surveys legs
and reshooting bad ties to the precision survey points. as
needed. Most of the work can be done on computer
without sending teams into the cave.
In the last year or so, we have emphasized survey in
portions of the Cavern where major problems are
known, In addition to correcting these problems, the
teams are encouraged to survey everything possible before moving on down the passage, By doing this, we no
longer have to keep going back in hopes of finding
something UJe last team overlooked, The result to dale
has been an abundance of new footage located between
major stations. Now the survey teams do it right the
first time.
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Cave Microclimate Monitoring in
Carlsbad Caverns National Park
John McLean

t

•

Nnrnerous studies of the movement of air, water,
and trace gasses including water vapor have been conducted in Carlsbad Cavern beginning in the 1970's.
Microclimate
monitoring was begun in 1990 in
Lechuguilla Cave. At present, there are three data loggers, six water-level measnring sites and six evaporimeters in Lechuguilla, but there are no microclimate measurements being made in Carlsbad Cavern. A consistent
program of baseline measurements is needed in both
caves to allow the evaluation of natural and manmade
changes in air-flow and in the water budget of the caves.
The purpose of the current program is to provide
baseline information on evaporation rates, water-level
fluctuations, temperature, humidity, barometric pressure
and air circnlation in Lechuguilla Cave and Carlsbad
Cavern. John McLean and Robert Buecher are the principal investigators. The program is designed to identify

An added benefit may be to suggest areas for
future exploration based on anomalous temperature and air flow patterns.
natural variations and man-made changes in the microclimates of both caves, and to identify barometric and
tbennal effects in the movement of air and moisture in
the caves. The program will also serve as a focal point
and repository for miscellaneous data being collected by
the NPS and researchers in both caves. An added benelit
may be to suggest areas for future exploration based on
anomalous temperature and air !low patterns.
Previous studies iu Carlsbad Cavern (McLean) have
shown that air circulation is driven by cold air inflow in
the winter, followed by nearly stagnant conditions in the
summer. This pattern accounts for the cold trap effect,
whereby much of the cavern is colder than the mean
annual temperature. It also accounts for the pattern of

maximum rates of evaporation in late summer. Unrestricted airflow up the elevator shaft prior to the installation of revolving doors in 1972 caused excessive drying
in areas near the base of the elevator shaft, bur had less
effect at distant sites.
Infiltration of surface precipitation into Carlsbad
Cavern is rapid in some locations, such as Crystal
Springs Dome, but is geuerally moderated by the thickness and low permeability of the overlying rock. Williams showed that the large storage volume of this
"subcutaneous zone" produces a steady inflow at most
locations with only a small correlation between lagged
weekly precipitation and drip rates.
The large storage volume also homogenizes sea-

sonal variations in isotopic composition of infiltration
(as shown by Chapman and others). Isotopic and tritium
analyses of the cave pools indicate that infiltration may
consist of a mixture of rapidly infiltrating water arld

slowly moving water with a residence time of several
decades. Water levels in the pools represent a balance
between infiltration, leakage through the bottom of the
pool, and evaporation, with evaporation appearing to
account for 10-30% of the loss, based on analysis of the
specific conductance of the pools and drips (Ingraham
and others),
The microclimate of Lechuguilla Cave is characterized by slower rates of air circulation and much smaller
evaporation rates than Carlsbad Cavern. The cold trap
effect is much smaller, and restricted to a small area near
the entrance. Airflow is due to barometric forcing and
geothermal effects. Thermally-driven circulation celis
appear to dominate airflow in large parts of the cave as
determined from radon distribution and supported by
temperature and carbon dioxide distributions, as reported
by Cunningham and LaRock.
Prior to February 1995, there has been no systematic program of monitoring microclimate in Carlsbad
Cavern, although miscellaneous measurements have
been made during the previonsly cited studies. In addi-

tion, temperature measurements have been made in the

Underground Lunchroom by Bob Buecher, aod water
level, temperature, and relative humidity measuremenis
were made at selected pools in the main corridor, scenic
rooms, and Big Room by Tom Rohrer during 1993.

Piche evaporimeters were installed at six locations
in Lechuguilla Cave in February, 1990 and plastic rulers
were installed in sixteen pools throughout the eave. The
collection of data from the evaporimeters and pools has
been sporadic, depending on the freqnency of exploration
or science trips and the interest of the trip members.
Some of the rulers have been accidentally disturbed and
the dam from these pools are suspect. Three data loggers
have also been installed in the cave.
Assistance in the project will be sought from CRF,
LEARN, NPS volunteers and other parties.

Chemistry of Carlsbad Pool Water
Jeffrey Forbes
During the past year, I have been conducting a geochemical study of pools in Carlsbad Cavern, incooperalion with Ule NPS. The eave contains dozens of pools
ranging from 500 ft. to 1,100 ft. below the land surface.
None of them represent the level of the regional water
table, which lies at least 50 ft. below the cave's deepest
point, Lake of the Clouds. Based on the exposure of
subaqueous speleothems (such as shelfstone and mammillary "clouds") which presently lie far above pool
level, it is obvious that many of the pools were once
much larger and deeper. The diminished volumes may be
in response to declining precipitation since the end of
the Pleistocene, 12,000 years ago.
TIle pools are recharged by drip water, and water is
lost by evaporation, leakage from me bottom, and overnow (although flowing streams are not present except
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following intense rain). The chemistry of the pool
waters is dependent on all these factors. 11,e length of
time the water resides in pools determines the relative
importance of each process in altering pool chemistry.
Ten pools were selected for quarterly sampling of
pH, temperature, conductivity,
alkalinity, and solute
concentrations. Air temperature, relative humidity, ant
carbon dioxide concentration adjacent to each pool me
also measured. After nine months, results show that
different pools vary markedly in chemical composition,
but the major ion concentrations of each pool remains
relatively constant. The waters range from very fresh to
saline, and the salinity does not correlate with depth
beneath the land surface: Lake of the Clouds contains
low concentrations of dissolved solids, whereas Iron
Pool in Left Hand Tunnel is tile most saline, containing
a stratified magnesium sulfate brine.
A geochemical equilibrium program was used to
calculate the chemical species present and the saturation
status of various minerals. Most of the pools are saturated or supersaturated with respect to calcite-s-this is no
surprise, as calcite is precipitating in and around them.
Most pools are undersaturated WiUI respect to gypsum,
although one pool near some massive gypsum blocks is
saturated.

Planning Meals For Hungry Hordes
BuzGrover
Editors' Note: This is the second in an occasional series Of
insights by food service professional
Bur: of tile sorts oj
logistical problems that have to be solved to fuel every
successful expedition.

One of the most difficult aspects of camp management is deciding how much food to prepare for an unknown number of people. Camp managers (CMs) often
do not know how many cavers they are cooking for until
gaping maws are counted mound the breakfast table.
Moreover, a recipe that claims to feed six ordinary
mortals may barely sate three cavers. Though no single
method can spare camp managers the vagaries of appetite
and attendance, there are several techniques that mitigate
meal planning problems.
CMs should keep in mind that leftovers are easier to
deal with than hungry cavers-i-when
in doubt overpurchase and over-prepare. Estimating the number of
people likely to attend is tile first order of business.
Research how many people have attended similar expeditions (old CRF News/ellers me a good sow·ce for U,is).
A given expedition's attenrumce rmely f1ucluates more
that ten percelll from year to yem. Thus, by adding ten
percent to the attendance figure for U,e previous year the
CM can begin planning meals. It is wise to also contact
ti,e expedition leader a week in advmlce to tind out how
mmlY cavers have signed up. Since mmlY cavers do not

Chloride concentrations

are very low, but about ten

times tile assumed concentration in meteoric

water, sug-

gesting that the pools represent about 10% of total precipitation, with the remaining 90% lost to evaporation
in the overlying vadose zone. Measurements
at the
Rookery Pool showed the chloride and bromide concentrations of pool water and the nearby drip water that
recharges it are nearly identical, indicating little evaporative concentration of solutes in the pool.
To assess the leakage rate, a known quantity of
sodium bromide was introduced into several pools to
give a concentration about len times the natural level.
Bromide loss through leakage or overflow can then be
followed over time. Initial results show relatively constant bromide concentrations, suggesting the pools are
not leaking significantly over this period. The low solute concentrations observed in most pools coupled with
the apparently long residence time for tile bromide tracer
appear to show that the pools are recharged by infrequent
precipitation events, separated by longer quiescent periods of slow evaporation and minimal leakage.
Numerous cavers have assisted in the project, and NPS
employees Dale Pate and Jason Richards have also been

very helpful.
[Editor's Note: The above three articles were adapted from
the Guadalupes Hooter.]

sign up until the last minute, twenty-five percent should
be added to the count. Compare the two and use which-

ever is greater.
The next method of insuring enough food is
"extending the recipe", i.e. multiplying a recipe to feed a
given number. Hence, if you need to prepare a meal for
two dozen people but the recipe you me using feeds six,
you would multiply the recipe by 4. By always rounding
up to the next higher quantity while extending recipes,
eMs C~Ulbuild in a margin for error. Suppose that you
want to prepare pancakes and expect to feed 32 cavers.
You find that one box of pancake mix feeds 15. Should

you buy two boxes and wring out the extra servings or
buy three boxes and have lots of extras? Without a doubt
buy the third box since it is a sure bet that the manufacturer did not take the appetite of cavers into account.
Similarly, if each box of mix calls for five eggs, don't
try to buy 15 eggs; round up to the next size and purchase two dozen eggs. By consistently
rounding up,
eMs can always have a marzin for enol' should some-

tlling unexpected occur.

0

11,e next technique takes advmllaue of Ule fact Ulllt
Americml breakfast tastes me fairly s~ndard. You can't
go wrong by Serving some combination of eggs, pota-

toes, illld sausage or bacon. Throw in some boxes of
cereaJ illld some fresh fruit and you've got most tastes
cove~·ed.eMs can provide a wide lTIaJgin for error by
makll1g sure tlUlLtile ingredients I1lat go into lhe first
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breakfast are common to the subsequent meals. By planning at least two meals that require eggs, potatoes and
sausage, you will have a back-up supply for tile first
breakfast. If a ravenous horde shows up, you can dip
into the next day's supplies and then make a panicked
dash into town for more food.
Planning menus to incorporate common elements
can be a complex task, particularly when dealing with
week-long expeditions, bnt successful mastery of this
technique can allow CMs to deal with a wide range of
variables almost effortlessly.
The final method involves adopting an Oriental approach to meal planning. Rather than mess around with
extending recipes, deal with robust appetites or unexpected guests by preparing more dishes; existing entrees
are snpplemented WiUI other items when there are more
mouths than food. This approach can best be adapted by
using food supplies already in camp. Turning an unlikely collections of leftovers into a palatable dish is tile
camp management challenge I enjoy most.
Though these techniques can't guard against all the
slings and arrows, they can go a long way toward insuring that yon do not have to attempt to feed too many
cavers with too little food. With good planning, the
gaping maws gathered around the breakfast table will be
filled with food instead of complaints.

The Underground

Reader

"Are There

Ghosts in Famous Mammoth
Cave?" from A Ghosthunter's Guide, Arthur Myers,
Contemporary
Books, Chicago, 1993, pp.lOI-123.
Reviewed by Sue Hagan.
I first learned of this book from an article appearing
in National Parks magazine where a Mammoth Cave
ghost story-one
previously unknown to me-was recounted, On inquiry, author Yvette LaPierre kindly
revealed her source: Arthur Myers' A Ghosihunter's
Guide. Now, while I am not the type to lash out $13.95
for an unseen and unknown guide to haunted places, I
was overwhelmingly tempted by knowing that an entire
chapter had been devoted to my favorite subterranean
haunt, and 1 anticipated that the book would lead to
some interesting Mammoth Cave stories. But the real
surprise turned out to be Myers' sources, most of whom
I know personally and many of whom are JVs!
Listed as ghost "witnesscs'' are Larry Purcell [sic],
Roger Brucker, Art Palmer, Will White, Greer Price, and
George Deike, as well as a host of current and recent
NPS officials. Mel Park, then CRF operations manager
(and duly credited as such) was interviewed by Myers:
"...he doesn't believe in ghosts, bnt spoke of a mystelious explosion he experienced while exploring a passageway." The autilOr makes tllC interesting comment
that of tile 25 interviewees for tile Marnmotil Cave chap-

ter, the "most striking and believable accounts of all"
carne from "The high-powered scientists" i.e., CRF 1Vs.
Now just how did these folks manage to keep silent so
long about their part in tile making of this ghostly
book? Perhaps they wish silence had reigned a bit
longer.
Very subjectively, the best of the "modem" ghost
stories are: (I) Art Palmer's account of hearing an unexplained rhythmic banging noise while in a remote section of Crystal Cave; (2) Will White's hearing sounds
coming from a disconnected old phone near the entrance
of Crystal; and (3) Greer Price's sighting of mysterious
footsteps in the snow around the Austin House. Each of

these are eerie enough to give a slight raise to the neck
hair and they are not so easily written off as oilier unexplained OCCU1Tences in the"chapter.
For the spcleohistorian, unfortunately, little schol-

arly attention has been gi veil

to

classic

hauntings

in

Mammoth Cave. The main exception is tile story of
Melissa, who leads her tanhtess beau to his doom in
Echo River-a hundred years later, her specter is still
occasionally reported by visitors to tile area (no wonder
tile NPS closed tile popular boat ride tourl). The Melissa
legend dates to 1858 with a heart-throb story published
in a popular magazine called The Knickerbocker. Floyd
Collins' stories and, 10 a lesser extent, Stephen Bishop
sightings are at the core of the rest of the tales. Of
course, now that Floyd has received a "proper" burial,
who knows what stories may yet evolve.
The main problem with the book, and no doubt the
main reason why those who had anything to do with it
have been so silent about their contributions, is that the
author is very serious in his intent to provide an
"authentic" ghost guidebook. What might be a good
story around camp, or even a suitable anecdote for a trip
report (the source of at least one of tile sightings),

becomes somewhat embarrassing when put in print for a
popular book. Far too often CRF fails to get credited

where due, but in this instance, where we might prefer a
lower profile, CRF is described as "an organization of
highly educated, dedic-ated cave crawlers". Yeeechs-

Floyd, I can hear you calling-wait

for me!

Lechuguilla
Cave fealured in
Washington,
D.C. Exhibit

Lechuguilla Cave will be iearured in an exhibit at
tile Deparonent of the Interior headquarters building
museum (18UIand C Street, Washington D.C.) through
September. The exhibit will include photographs by

Peter Jones as well as the award winning video "Spirit
of Explorauon" and the National Geographic T.V.
special "Mysteries Underground" which includes footage
on both Lechuguilla and Manunoth Caves.
The exhibiuon is free, mld is open from 8 a.m. to 5

p.m. Monday through Friday.
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GUADALUPES

CRF 1995 ANNUAL MEETING •••

CCNP, Labor
Day, Sept. 2·4
Dry Cave, Sept.
16.
Lincoln
NF, Oct. 7-14
Dry Cave, Oct. 21.
CCNP,
Thanksgiving,
Nov.
23·26.
CCNP, Late Fali,
Dec. 15·17.

This year's Annual Meeting will take place at Mammoth
Cave, Kentucky on the weekend of November 4-5. See
notice on p.3.

MAMMOTH
Labor

Day,'Sepl.

CAVE

1-4. Bob Osburn,

3 t4-984-8453

Hamilton
Valley Cleanup,
Sept.
16. Get ready for
the cameras. See details, p. 2.
Columbus
Day, Oct. 6·9. Paul Cannaley, 317-8625618.
Thanksgiving,
Nov. 22-26.
Phil DiBlasi & Jan Hemberger. 502-637-2030 (H); 502-852-6724 (PO, W)
New Year, Dec. 29-Jan
1, 1996.
Dave West & Karen
Wiilmes, 301-460-4299 (OW) or 301-366-5038 (KW).
First and last dates are arrival and departure dates. Please
notify the expedition leader or the Operations Manager Mike
Yocum (502-227-7254) two weeks iu advance,

FITTON

CAVE,

MISSOURI
Powder
August

26,

Sept.

16·17,

Oct.

NPS Guadalupes
Semina r.
The last in a series of summer seminars being offered by the
Carlsbad Caverns-Guadalupe
Mountains Association will take
place September
30-0ctober
1. Dr. Lloyd Pray will
, conduct the seminar on the geology of Guadalupes Mountains
National Park. Advance registration is required: call Carlsbad
Caverns-Guadalupe Mountains Association,
505-785-2232,
extension 481. The registration
deadline is August 15, but
late registrations can often be accepted

ARKANSAS

Sept. 30·0ct.
I.
Please notify the project manager or area manager at lea5t olle
week in advance. We are limited to a maximum of 21 Jvs at
anyone time, but this number may be reduced in the future. As
always, bring your own food and supplies.
Pete Lindsley (project manager) 12 Orchard Road, Lucas, 1X
75002-8061; (214-727-2497, H; 214-952-2827, W);
Danny Vann (area manager), 16026 Greasy Valley, Prairie
Grove, AR 72753. (501-848:3308, H).

Aog.

To sign up for Carlsbad Caverns NP expeditions,
notify the
Personnel Officer Bryan Holcomb, 1224 Monroe NE, Albuquerque, NM 87110 (505-266-8485),
at least one week in
advance. For Dry Cave uips. call Pat Helton (806-796-0973);
for the LNF trip, call Dick Venters (505-884-0640).

14·15,

Nov.

11.

Mill
Creek Cave,
preliminary
schedule:
19. Check with Doug Baker La confirm.

The Missouri schedule is subject to last-minute changes. Survey and bio-inventory trips take place at frequent intervals,
and scheduling is usually flexible enough to accommodate all
Ns who wish to sample some Ozark caving. Please call Scott
House (314-282-3246), Doug Buker (314-878-8831) or Mick
Sutton (314-546-2864).

CALIFORNIA
Mineral
King
Aug.
18~20
(cartography,
inventory),
Glen Malliel. 209-754-6674 (W),
Lava Beds
Sept.
2-4 (cartography,
inventory),
Bill
Devereaux, 503-363-3831 (1-1).
Mineral
King
Sept.
2-4
(cartography,
inventory),
Charlie Festersen, 209-532-2724 (H).
Lilburn Sept. 23w24 (rescue practice), Joel Despain. 209565-3602 (H).
Lava Beds Oct. 7-9 NSS Western
Regional
Contact
Janel Sowers, 510-236-3009 (1-1) or Bill Devereaux, 503-3633831 (H).
Lilburn
Oct. 21-22
(cartography),
Peter Basted (209532-2724 (H).
Lava Beds Nov.
23~26 (cartography.
inventory),
Bill
Devereaux, 503-363-3831 (1-1)
California
Annual
Meeting,
Feb. 3, 1996
Fresno.
Mike Spiess, 209-434-3321 (H).
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